
BeAdvisors and GoLab Agency launch a new edition of the exhibition format Preview.

BeAdvisors Art Department and GoLab Agency are proud to announce the launch of the 
seventh edition of “Preview”.

After more one year from the previous edition, the exhibition format  Preview is back to 
Milan and will be showcasing 10 artists selected by 4 international galleries:

• Gallery Artbeat (Tbilisi) presenting  Keti Kapanadze, Nika Kutateladze and Tamo 
Jugeli

• Raster Gallery (Warsaw) presenting Aneta Grzeszykowska and Olaf Brzeski
• Temnikova & Kasela Gallery (Tallinn) presenting Edith Karlson, Jaanus Samma 

and Sigrid Viir
• Voloshyn Gallery (Kyiv) presenting Nikita Kadan and Maria Sulymenko

Preview #7 will open on Tuesday April 11th with an exclusive drinks reception (by invitation 
only) and will be open to public every day from 12 to 23 April  from 10am to 6pm. A special 
Collectors’ Breakfast will be hosted on Saturday April 15th from 9am to 12pm.

Preview Milan #7
11 – 23 April 2023

Opening drinks reception
Tuesday 11 April from 6pm to 11pm
RSVP: info@beadvisors-art.co.uk

Collectors Breakfast
Saturday 15 April from 9am to 12pm

RSVP: info@beadvisors-art.co.uk

Opening times
Every day 10am – 6pm

Via Fatebenefratelli 5, 20121 Milan

More info and press enquiries
press@beadvisors-art.co.uk



About Preview 

Preview is an exhibition format where international galleries are invited to dialogue in an 
unconventional space and showcase works of new artists in their portfolio: the format wants 
to be the tool through which the invited galleries have the opportunity to collaborate and 
share innovative perspectives and new visions. The format also aims at giving an alternative 
narrative to the consolidated gallery exhibition dynamics, both in terms of time and space: 
our exhibition venues are unconventional spaces to serve as cultural salons. The focus of 
Preview is always on the experience and the social interaction rather than on mere objects.
Preview has already been presented six times in Milan, five times in London, and two times 
digitally over the past five years, showcasing the works by more than 50 artists presented 
by 20 international galleries.

About the participating galleries

Gallery Artbeat is a pioneering contemporary art gallery based in Tbilisi, Georgia representing 
mid-career and emerging Georgian artists. Between 2014-2017 the gallery started its 
journey as a project space, a moving gallery using a shipping container for site-specific 
exhibitions to introduce contemporary art in peripheral locations where museums and 
galleries don’t function. In October 2017 the gallery found it’s permanent home in the 
heart of Tbilisi.
The gallery has a significant presence on the international art scene, collaborating with 
major institutions and museums and taking part in art fairs such as NADA Miami, Untitled 
Miami, Artissima, Art Cologne, Art Athina, Paris Internationale, ARCO Lisboa, June Art Fair.
Our aim is to support artists throughout their artistic journeys, foster cultural activities 
both locally and abroad, collaborate with international galleries and organisations and 
mark Georgia on an international art map.

The Raster Gallery is among the pioneers and leaders of the Central European contemporary 
art market and one of the most recognisable Polish galleries. The gallery 
cooperates with the most significant institutions and collections, taking part in major 
art fairs while striving to support and develop Warsaw’s local art scene. The Raster 
also publishes books, art editions and other publications along with contributing to 
local and international cooperation platforms between galleries. For 20 years they 
have consistently been presenting the most original artists from Poland and the world.



Temnikova & Kasela gallery was established in 2010 by Olga Temnikova, an artist and 
graphic designer with previous experience as a gallery director, and Indrek Kasela, a cre-
ative entrepreneur, philanthropist, cinema owner, and film producer. The gallery provides 
local and international professional representation for established and emerging artists 
from the region including Estonia, Latvia, Finland, and Russia. For the past 12 years, Tem-
nikova & Kasela has been presenting a regular exhibition program in its Tallinn space, 
working closely with artists and collectors, and playing an active role in regional and in-
ternational art scenes. International projects shown at the gallery include group shows 
“Narcotics” (2020), “Any body suspended in space will remain in space until made aware 
of its situation” (2018), “Euroland” (2017), and “International Fun” (2016), and exhibitions by 
artists including Katja Novitskova, Nik Kosmas, Ilja Karilampi, Cosima von Bonin, Klara Liden, 
Eva Koťátková, Tobias Kaspar, Gili Tal, Sophie Jung, Dan Mitchell, Josephine Pryde, Merlin 
Carpenter, and Georgie Nettell. Alongside providing a platform for international dialo-
gue in Tallinn, Temnikova & Kasela gallery is committed to supporting its artists’ activities 
abroad, building relationships with art professionals outside of Estonia, and participating 
in art fairs. The gallery has previously shown at Basel Art Fair, Independent, LISTE Art Fair, 
Paris Internationale, and Frieze, among others.

Established in October 2016 by Max and Julia Voloshyn, Voloshyn Gallery specializes in 
contemporary art. It exhibits a broad range of works in a variety of media, hosting solo 
and group exhibitions and taking part in leading contemporary art fairs. Over the course 
of the last two years, the gallery has participated in The Armory Show, Liste Basel, AR-
COmadrid, Art Cologne, Enter Art Fair, viennacontemporary, Dallas Art Fair, NADA Miami, 
Untitled Art, Art Athina, EXPO Chicago, etc. Voloshyn Gallery is a member of the New Art 
Dealers Alliance (NADA).
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